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Summary of the dissertation

*Pw1/Peg3* is an imprinted gene encoding a zinc finger transcription factor that is broadly expressed during mouse embryonic development. In the adult, *Pw1/Peg3* is expressed in multiple somatic stem cell lineages and implicated in regulation of cell death/survival and proliferation. Identification of the mechanisms governing beta cell proliferation are instrumental to developing novel therapies for diabetes patients. Since knowledge on the expression of *Pw1/Peg3* in pancreas is lacking, the general aim of this thesis is to describe the expression pattern and role of *Pw1/Peg3* during mouse pancreas development, homeostasis and regeneration, with special emphasis on the beta cell.

The role of *Pw1/Peg3* was studied in pancreas of nonpregnant and pregnant mice and following injury-induced regeneration by partial pancreatic duct ligation (PDL). *Pw1/Peg3* is expressed in early pancreatic progenitors but becomes progressively restricted to fully differentiated beta cells as they become established after birth and withdraw from the cell cycle. Notably, *Pw1/Peg3* expression declines when beta cells are induced to proliferate as occurs during pregnancy and after PDL while loss of *Pw1/Peg3* function activates the beta cell cycle in isolated beta cells. Efficient elimination of *Pw1/Peg3* from beta cells of adult transgenic mice increased the beta cell cycle following injury. In addition, beta cell-specific deletion of *Pw1/Peg3* prevented hyperglycemia in mice with pancreatectomy.

Taken together, these results indicate that *Pw1/Peg3* restrains the beta cell cycle in normal and regenerating pancreas and can thus be considered as a novel therapeutic target in diabetes.
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